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DRUIDS MOON By Charles Sharp - The Dreaming Ojinn 
All his life the man has been Intrigued by the magical culture of the druids. 
At the height of the summer he was called, called from the very depths of 
his being and he would never be the same again. He was caught In a 
dramatic web which would leave him a different character. Tommy Astle, 
the hero of the Werewolf Simulator returns trapped In a mysterious 
adventure which will leave him a changed man. 
METAILDRDNE By Martyn Hartley 
Keys O=ieft p=right z=fire q=jump. 
On the planet Tospotos those clever chaps from Orone Cloning have 
developed a new type ofwardrold. To test him they have dropped him In a1 
the deep end or to be exact In at the dreep end. Oreep isTospotos' ancient 
foe and Metaldrone has been thrust Into their headquarters to do as much 
damage as possible. Objects to collect. JETPACK, BUCKET, BOOTS, LASER 
DISK, RUBBER DUCK, EXIT SIGN, BALL & CHAIN, MISSILE DISK, NRG PACK, 
BOMB and SPIKES. How you use them Is up to you to find out! 
SMUDGE & THE MOONIES By Barry Benson 
Henri S Mudge Esq - Nickname "Smudge" occupation Chimney Sweep. 
Smudge must clean all the chimneys In the village of Le Crelie before he can 
go home. British holiday makers hamper him by driving on the wrong side 
of the road, and football hooligans don't help either! No sooner does 
Smudge make It to the roof but he Is attacked by Moonles - which are 
actually Moon Aliens not strange men with lowered trousers! Smudge does 
have a Jetpack (OK so he's a space age window cleaner!) to help him. Can 
you help him to avoid all nasties and get to sweep the mayor's mansion. 
DESERT BURNER By R Poole & T Murray 
Hell 's grandad Bert Heggerty Is striking back. Help Bert control his 200 mph 
mean machine in a vigilante mission against the Hungerboys, a local gang. 
Bert has a cannon on his bike, can he handle II? Caps Shift= Accelerate 
Z=Jump Space= Fire H=Pause S=Restart. 
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Four great games on one tape, Bogie's Pick 
includes DRUIDS MOON-Investigate the magic 

culture of the druids in the colourful adventure. 
METALDRONE - Classic arcade adventure, control a 
new type of wardroid on the 
planet Dreep. SMUDGE & THE 
MOONIES Arcade action with 
the famous French window cleaner Henri S Mudge and 
his Moonie foe. DESERT BURNER - Throttle up with the 
desert burner a two wheeled mean machine capable 
of200MPH. 
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